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Expensive furniture or any piece of art, a spacious and beautiful room will never appear the same
way at night as it does in the morning. Shadows creep in & before you know it, all the expensive &
artistic splendour of your room will be hidden. The solution isnâ€™t in using glaring overhead lights in
the room. They will only cause discomfort to the eye & will make your guests want to leave the
room. For any special occasions or even when you are simply relaxing at home, lighting fixtures can
play a significant role in accentuating the beauty of the room & lending it the right appeal. If you are
wondering how to select a proper fixture & what would suit your room, read on.

A lighting fixtureâ€™s main purpose is to highlight the special parts or locations in the room & ensure
that the unnecessary areas are hidden away from the viewer. If itâ€™s your bedroom, a sensuous soft
light would be apt for it. There are many ceiling fixtures available for you. Holtkotter lighting fixtures
are a recommended option. The German company has created a brand name for itself that is
identified by their beautiful craftsmanship. There are numerous designs & types of ceiling fixtures
that Holtkotter has on offer. There are flush & semi-flush ceiling mounts, wall scones that can add
the extra touch to any room. If itâ€™s a bathroom, Holtkotter lighting fixtures are ideal for lighting it up
with their bath scones. For hallways & living rooms or dining halls, fixtures like pendants or
chandeliers give it a sophisticated look as well as an aesthetic appeal.

Framburg lighting fixtures have also been around for a long time. Their lighting fixtures are specially
ideal for bathrooms. Whether your bathroom is small or spacious, Framburg has the ideal fixture for
you to use. Areas like bathrooms are specifically difficult to highlight properly. You may not wish the
area to look smaller than it is with clumsy fixtures spanning the wall. The attention is to be paid to
highlighting specific objects like the shower, tub etc. bath scones & special bath lighting fixtures are
available from both Framburg & Holtkotter that would make your bathroom look as good as the rest
of the house.

Framburg or Holtkotter lighting fixtures are a piece of art themselves. The beautiful craftsmanship in
these fixtures are a treat to the eyes. It is essential that the lighting fixture you choose should look
itself & be pleasing to the eye. You wouldnâ€™t want the room to look dull in the morning either! Ceiling
fixtures like chandeliers & pendants come in a wide variety & are mostly carved in beautiful designs
so that they look just as good in the day time. Crescent Harbour provides Framburg & Holtkotter as
well as other kinds of lamps & lighting accessories for you to choose from. Login today at their
website & browse through the various categories of lighting fixtures. Decorate your room with the
proper lighting at cheap prices with Crescent Harbour!
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